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editor’s letter

departments
InsIght • 3
Columbia’s cPhase 8th-grade 
basketball team is raising funds and 
hoping to win a national title at the 
AAU championships in Orlando, Fla.

Scene • 4
More archers are taking aim thanks to 
a new program that brings the sport to 
schools and the broader community. 

MuSic • 6
Columbians can treat their ears to 
Borealis String Quartet’s sweet 
symphonic sounds Monday.

ArtS • 7
Sam and Betty Mackey have spent 30 
years cultivating an award-winning 
garden in an unlikely place.

bookS • 12
Scott Ross’ mini The Dancing Bear 
comics show what’s possible with 
passion, creativity and a copier. 

endnoteS • 13
There’s a 100 percent chance 
meteorologist Chester Lampkin will 
teach you something about weather  
in this week’s A Conversation With. 

cAlendAr • 14

filM fAre • 15

Weigh in on our poll. Visit VoxMagazine.com to vote.

What’s your favorite unusual sport?

Voxmagazine.com
online eXcluSiVeS
Art season is open
The Columbia Art League Members’ 
Summer Open kicked off this week 
with works from approximately 100 
local artists. 

tee it up
Quit putting in your office, and hit 
the links for real after reading Vox’s 
guide to Columbia golf courses. 
 
Movie review: bad teacher
Cameron Diaz gives audiences an 
education in what a teacher should 
not be when she abandons her 
duties in search of a man of means.

Much Ado
About Money   8
Now that Missouri  Theatre is 
open again, all that’s left to 
do is find a way to pay for the 
renovations. If the city doesn’t 
play hero, the uncomfortable 
intermission might continue.
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DiY: Nails nouveau | pg. 5  
borealis String Quartet makes its como debut | pg. 6 

a picturesque garden blooms in a mobile home park | pg. 7

After overshooting  
its renovation budget  

by $3.7 million, 
Missouri Theatre  

needs a hero

Plight
Stage

it doesn’t have a great view, but my 
balcony is useful. Last summer, my first 
garden consisted of three potted plants 
on my terrace: tomatoes, strawberries and 
daisies. The strawberries didn’t make it, but 
those tomatoes and daisies were my prized 
possessions. I actually wrote a blog post, 
posted a Facebook status and emailed my 

family about the tomatoes once because I 
was worried they had a disease. When they 
pulled through, I rejoiced. 

This year, I added to my family of 
plants. In addition to last year’s trio (the 
strawberries are actually bearing fruit this 
time around), I added lettuce and multiple 
herbs. It’s not an award-worthy garden, but 
I’m proud of it.

The Arts department story this week 
(Page 7 plus an online gallery) profiles 
Sam and Betty Mackey, a couple who does 
have a prize-winning garden. Their yard 
earned them the Columbia Garden Club’s 
June Yard of the Month award. I relate to 
their devotion to gardening. Betty says she 
notices tiny changes in all of her plants, such 

as a new bloom. When I notice a new fruit 
or bud, I grab my iPhone and snap a photo.

Another great reason to have a balcony 
in Missouri in the summer is thunderstorms. 
Sitting outside and watching a storm roll 
in is one of my favorite pastimes. As a 
native Oklahoman, I have an obsession with 
extreme weather, especially storms. 

Chester Lampkin, this week’s subject 
in A Conversation With, (Page 13 and 
extended online) has more than just a 
fascination with weather — he had a passion 
for it at a young age. Now he makes a living 
out of that childhood love as a weatherman 
at KRCG. His Q&A includes his thoughts on 
2011’s extreme weather and what it’s like to 
report during a tornado.
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